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A vision of a global ideological alliance among national populist regimes has been developed in many publications for the right-wing audience,
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The demographic alarm was justified, but a certain ambiguity in political struggles can be seen when combined with the high level of registered unemployment (above 10 per cent). Mass emigration within the EU helped the political class to consider unemployment an increasingly self-solving problem, especially since at least some of the Western European countries were recovering from the 2008 crisis. Accordingly and as expected, the rate of unemployment has been declining and in the year 2015 slipped below 10 per cent; nonetheless, the demographic challenge became one of key subjects of the electoral campaigns.
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“The existence of nations does not have to lead to devastating conflicts, though competition between nations is still a feature of the international order, which also had a huge impact on the lives of individuals” (Ibid.).
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The Centre for Public Opinion Research Report Number 144/2016 [“What abortion law Poles expect?”].

“In the new constitution (...) the politicians of the Free State offered the church extraordinary opportunity. Irish values would be shaped by the church's views on gender, the economy, trade union-employer relations, education, health, media, freedom of thought, sexual health, and appropriate literature. As clerical influence grew, only a handful of spheres within the state would remain independent of clerical power.” Gribben, The Rise and Fall of Christian Ireland, p. 182.
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5 A supranational, Western-present institution such as the Catholic Church obviously interpreted this state of affairs differently. The possibility of moral change modelled on the West, in particular, was objectionable. See more above in Chapter 9.


8 T. Haughton, “Vladimír Mečiar and his role in the 1994–1998 Slovak coalition government.” *Europe-Asia Studies*, 54:8 (2002), pp. 1319–38. It is no exaggeration to say that Mečiar was the forerunner of the programme of national populism in power and of the style of governments of Orbán (since 2010) and Kaczyński (since 2015). Illiberal tendencies in politics, stigmatisation of minorities for political purposes, ultra-nationalist rhetoric in times of elections, etc. – all of this was tested to some extent in Slovakia in the 1990s. An important difference, though, is that in Hungary and Poland, the turn toward national populism in power took place after these countries had already joined NATO and the EU.
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Supporters of Poland’s membership of the European Union have always been in an overwhelming majority (from 74 per cent supporters in 1994 to a staggering 92 per cent in 2022, with the lowest level – still high – at 53 per cent in 2001). See www.cbos.pl/PL/trendy/trendy.php?trend_parametr=stosunek_do_integracji_UE.

Although the division between anti-communists and post-communists was declining in importance for citizens, it was still rhetorically useful for politicians. See Chapter 6.

It is worth remembering that in Poland, initially the Civic Platform and the Law and Justice party formed an alliance to wrest power from the post-communist party. Gradually, the first party turned out to be increasingly liberal and pro-European, while the second party turned out to be conservative and more and more Euro-sceptical. There was therefore a flow of politicians and supporters back and forth between the parties.

"Nigel Farage resigns as Ukip leader after ‘achieving political ambition’ of Brexit." Guardian, 4 July 2016.

More precisely, Poland’s Casimir the Great, Bohemia’s John of Luxembourg, and Hungary’s Charles of Anjou in 1335 and 1338 or 1339.


The Commonwealth lost its independence in international politics in the first half of the eighteenth century. In the period 1795–1918, various forms of Polish statehood appeared and disappeared, but never with real independence. Citizens became subjects of as many as three states: Prussia, Russia, and Austria (and temporarily also Napoleonic France). Bohemia and Slovakia were in the orbit of the Habsburg Monarchy. So was Hungary, whose position in the dual monarchy was independent, but whose foreign policy was conducted through the court in Vienna. Bohemia, Slovakia, Hungary, and parts of southern Poland (Kraków and Lvov) were in the orbit of the Habsburg Monarchy until 1918.
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